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grip walkfirmly on the ground

Walking in ski boots can be a rather slippery affair on some 
surfaces but the new GripWalk sole and binding system turns  
a conventional ski boot into a real performance miracle.  
This is achieved by the excellent grip, rounded high profile soles 
and the GripWalk binding components perfectly tailored to them.

2A72-1

alpinasports.com

NATURAL WALKING FEELING
It will make you doubt you 
are wearing ski boots. The 
rounded sole improves the 
rolling ability on every step 
you take.

NON-SLIP MATERIAL
Designed with superior 
materials and a 
pronounced profile, the 
ergonomic sole holds 
a perfect grip on any 
slippery surface.

INOVATIVE SYSTEM
The sole is compatible 
with most bindings on the 
market, without the need for 
height adjustment. While the 
toe and heel pads can be 
replaced at any time.



intemp heatingfully integrated, fully energized

CHARGING
The boot’s charging input is 
small, discrete, easily accessed 
and weather-proofed. Smart 
and simple – no need to 
disassemble the boot to charge.

BATTERY
Batteries are fully integrated 
inside the boot, and also easily 
changeable.

SMART CONTROL
Ready to use with the simple 
push of a button, the system 
runs at full-power for initial 
warm-up, then automatically 
returns to normal power, so feet 
are optimally warmed but never 
overheated.

ALPINA’S UNIQUE  

FULLY-INTEGRATED INTEMP 

HEATING SYSTEM KEEPS  

YOUR FEET COMFORTABLY  

WARM AT ALL TIMES,  

BUT NEVER OVERHEATED.

InTemp We bid farewell to the cold days on the slope. The new InTemp heating technology ensures a warm 
embrace of the foot at a push of a button. Its easy access, smart charge, and discrete design will 
surely leave a comfortable and warm impression.



The ALLMOUNTAIN segment is designed for experienced and adventurous skiers. Its daring, unique design and high-
performance features make the boots distinctive and recognizable. High-end materials, a secure fit, unmatched comfort, 
thermal insulation, rigidity, and flexibility: these boots provide you with the best control at all speeds and an optimal transfer 
of power. Furthermore, carefully developed adjustments make it possible to customize the boots to individual demands.

ELITE 120 HEATski strong, stay energized



Challenge. every day.the cold

Eve brings the heat! With a single click, bring your skiing 
experience to a boil. Step on it or slow it down. It doesn't matter; 
equipped with top-range features from the anatomic footbed to 
volume control, the EVE can handle anything you throw at it. alpinasports.com



Strength,
Versatility 
& Comfort

Switching between ski- and 
walk-modes has never been 
simpler or easier – just insert 
the end of a ski pole, switch, 
and go.

A rigid, lightweight structural 
frame connects the four main 
stress points and is reinforced 
on the most demanding axes, 
ensuring maximum strength 
and rigidity while reducing 
weight. 

Canting
The best skiers demand the 
perfect stance. Adjustable 
canting allows for the lateral 
alignment of the boot to 
be adapted to individual 
preferences, which enables 
the skier to develop perfect 
technique.

Height /Volume Adjustable 
Spoiler
A special element at the rear of 
the boot enables modification 
of the height / volume of the 
cuff.



By swapping the specially 
designed Volume Control Plate 
between the left and the right 
boots you can adjust the boot 
volume for optimum fit.

Alpina’s unique fully-integrated 
InTemp heating system keeps your 
feet comfortably warm at all times, 
but never overheated.

Custom Fit 
Alpina liners boast a number 
of key features that ensure 
a perfect balance between 
performance and comfort. 
Thermoformable foam ensures 
optimal fit in the sensitive 
ankle area, while the specially-
designed foreliner adapts to 
the many variations in foot 
profiles. 

Easy entry system
Both the specially designed 
construction of the instep 
and the innovative Easy Entry 
system make boots simple to 
get on/off quickly and easily.

4DRY liners provide 
breathability, drainage, 
ventilation and water 
resistance, keeping the foot 
warm, dry and comfortable. 



ELITE 120 HEAT

3M691

size run
250, 255, ... 325
skier type
Advanced
color
White
shell
Polyether
cuff
Polyether
flex
120
last 
102/104

This boot cuts no corners! 
Constructed for better 
pressure transfer from the 
foot to the skis, it comes 
reinforced with the X frame 
and a tighter grip. The 4DRY 
lining system allows the foot 
to breathe while the rear 
spoiler can be adjusted to 
one's liking. The heated hard 
hitter will take your skiing to 
the next level! 

ELITE men's
STEP IT UP

ELITE 100 HEAT

3M701

size run
250, 255, ... 325
skier type
Advanced
color
Anthracite
shell
Polyether
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
100
last 
102/104

The softer of the two, this ski 
boot packs all features of Its 
younger sister but does it 
with more style and comfort. 
Technically still on the stiffer 
side, it provides a generous 
influence on handling and 
precision for the intermediate 
to advanced skier looking to 
cut into the snow.



ELITE 90

3M71-2

size run
250, 255, ... 325
skier type
Advanced
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
90
last 
102/104

What if you could ski like a 
pro and feel good doing it? 
That is why we created ELITE 
90, a more comfortable boot 
with a softer flex and smooth 
design that will not reach top 
speeds but will surely reach 
the ski lifts before the crowds 
gather. 

ELITE 90

3M71-1

size run
250, 255, ... 325
skier type
Advanced
color
Blue/Orange
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
90
last 
102/104

What if you could ski like a 
pro and feel good doing it? 
That is why we created ELITE 
90, a more comfortable boot 
with a softer flex and smooth 
design that will not reach top 
speeds but will surely reach 
the ski lifts before the crowds 
gather. 



xtr
PROVING GROUND

XTRACK 80 HEAT

3M722

size run
250, 255, ... 325
skier type
Advanced
color
Anthracite
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
80
last 
102/104

Designed with a built-in heat-
ing system InTemp, this boot 
provides maximum comfort 
while still performing at a high 
level. The reinforced X frame 
offers additional support and 
stability on steeper terrain. 
This mid-range ski boot is 
perfect for beginners looking 
to take their game to the next 
level!

XTRACK 70

3M603

size run
250, 255, ... 325
skier type
Recreational
color
Black/White
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
70
last 
102/104

XTRACK 70

3M601

size run
250, 255, ... 325
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
70
last 
102/104

For those who are just start-
ing their skiing journey, this 
is the ideal boot to try on. 
Like the 80, it is supported 
with an X frame for better 
performance and stability. The 
comfortable lining and softer 
flex will keep the foot relaxed 
at all times and make a day 
on the slopes an unforgettable 
experience.

NOT AVAILABLE IN THE USA

For those who are just start-
ing their skiing journey, this 
is the ideal boot to try on. 
Like the 80, it is supported 
with an X frame for better 
performance and stability. The 
comfortable lining and softer 
flex will keep the foot relaxed 
at all times and make a day 
on the slopes an unforgettable 
experience.



XTRACK 60

3M611

size run
250, 255, ... 325
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
60
last 
102/104

The softest boot in the line 
almost slides on foot but 
still holds a tight grip when 
it is supposed to. Adjustable 
height and volume, comfort-
able soft flex, and reinforced 
X frame make this boot a 
perfect fit for beginners.

XTRACK 60

3M612

size run
250, 255, ... 325
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
60
last 
102/104

XTRACK 70

3M60-2

size run
250, 255, ... 325
skier type
Recreational
color
Black/White
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
70
last 
102/104

The softest boot in the line 
almost slides on foot but 
still holds a tight grip when 
it is supposed to. Adjustable 
height and volume, comfort-
able soft flex, and reinforced 
X frame make this boot a 
perfect fit for beginners.

For those who are just start-
ing their skiing journey, this 
is the ideal boot to try on. 
Like the 80, it is supported 
with an X frame for better 
performance and stability. The 
comfortable lining and softer 
flex will keep the foot relaxed 
at all times and make a day 
on the slopes an unforgettable 
experience.



womens's eve
BE THE FIRST

EVE 75 HEAT

3L40-1

size run
220, 225 ... 275
skier type
Intermediate
color
Mint
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
75
last 
104

Tackle the slopes with 
confidence in the new heated 
EVE75 boot! Our lightweight 
contender hits the hardest 
among women's boots. We 
equipped it with features like 
Flex 75, Volume Expander, 
GRIP WALK, and new 
ergonomic fit shell and wire 
catcher buckle. While they 
may be just words to some, 
you will notice the difference 
as you carve your way 
downhill.

NOT AVAILABLE IN THE USA

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Volume 
expander

Light weight 
construction

NEW
Micro ALU buckle

THE POWER  
OF LIGHT

She's EVE, the first of her kind. Now with 
reduced weight and pure muscle. Be lighter, 
ski faster and stay in control.

Õ



EVE 75

3L341

size run
220, 225 ... 275
skier type
Intermediate
color
Mint
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
75
last 
100

This boot packs a punch for 
the intermediate or advanced 
skier looking for more control 
and responsiveness on their 
skis. Sporting all the same 
features as the younger sister, 
the hardest boot in the line 
will enhance your perfor-
mance while maintaining your 
preferred level of comfort. 

EVE 65

3L362

size run
220, 225 ... 275
skier type
Recreational
color
White
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
65
last 
100

EVE 65

3L361

size run
220, 225 ... 275
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
65
last 
100

The prize fighter of the line 
has a soft spot for those 
that prefer comfort over 
performance. This snow-white 
beauty of a boot is more 
than just an eyecatcher. Its 
anatomical design will prevent 
you from putting additional 
weight on your foot, maintain 
your legs fresh, and keep you 
plowing through snow. 

Get the most bang for your 
buck with the EVE65. This 
rich black stunner of a boot is 
more than just an eyecatcher. 
Anatomically shaped shell 
and advanced features 
enable a tailored skiing 
experience driven by comfort, 
not excluding the accuracy 
needed to ski at a high level.

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Volume adjustable 
cuff

Volume 
expander

Volume 
expander

Volume 
expander

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

NEW
Micro ALU buckle

NEW
Micro ALU buckle

NEW
Micro ALU buckle

Õ

Õ

Õ



ruby
FEEL THE RUSH

RUBY 65 HEAT*

3L212, 3L202*

size run
220, 225 ... 275
skier type
Recreational
color
Black/White/Coral
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
65
last 
102/104

This heated boot is a soft and 
comfortable partner on the 
slopes. A nice tight fit around 
the ankles and more breathing 
room for the toes are a real 
delight that comes in handy 
after a hard day's ski. With 
your feet well-rested and 
pampered, you can take on 
any mountain - high or low. 
Bring on the cold; we're ready!

RUBY 65 HEAT*

3L211, 3L201*

size run
220, 225 ... 275
skier type
Recreational
color
White / gray
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
65
last 
102/104

This heated boot is a soft and 
comfortable partner on the 
slopes. A nice tight fit around 
the ankles and more breathing 
room for the toes are a real 
delight that comes in handy 
after a hard day's ski. With 
your feet well-rested and 
pampered, you can take on 
any mountain - high or low. 
Bring on the cold; we're ready!

RUBY 60

3L221

size run
220, 225 ... 275
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
60
last 
102/104

With this boot, comfort comes 
first. It's built for entry-level 
skiers with a preference for 
relaxed and enjoyable riding, 
We equipped it with volume 
control for a desired fit in 
the foot and calf area, and 
adjustable macro buckle for 
comfort by ones measure. 
Choose the color that best 
fits your style and take on the 
mountain!



SMALL SIZE. 
BIG AMBITION.

A world of adventure comes in a smaller package. From 
modest designs to power machines equipped with the latest 
features, there is a perfect boot waiting to bite into the snow.

duo
FUN NEVER STOPS

DUO 70

3E88-1

size run
220, 225, ... 275
skier type
Advanced
color
Red
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
70

Get the most out of your 
skis. Advanced technology 
solutions ensure superior 
responsiveness while staying 
light on your feet. But don't 
let it fool you. This kid has 
an attitude. An anatomic 
footbed, harder flex, and an 
ergonomically shaped shell 
make it tough to beat on the 
slopes. 

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

RUBY 60

3L222

size run
220, 225 ... 275
skier type
Recreational
color
White
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
60
last 
102/104

With this boot, comfort comes 
first. It's built for entry-level 
skiers with a preference for 
relaxed and enjoyable riding, 
We equipped it with volume 
control for a desired fit in 
the foot and calf area, and 
adjustable macro buckle for 
comfort by ones measure. 
Choose the color that best 
fits your style and take on the 
mountain!

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Mega elite micro 
buckle

OPTION

Õ

height adjustable 
spoiler 



duo MAX
FUN NEVER STOPS

DUO 4 MAX

3E89-3

size run
220, 225, ... 275
skier type
Recreational
color
Deep blue
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
Soft

This boot is as comfortable as 
your favorite shoe but with more 
impressive features. We fitted it 
with an anatomically designed 
shell for a tighter grip where and 
when it matters the most. For a 
softer step we suggest the Grip 
Walk option, a feature that comes 
in handy. Don't settle just for 
comfort when you can have high 
functioning comfort. Pick your 
favorite color and ride in style.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 3 MAX

3E92-3

size run
220, 225, ... 275
skier type
Recreational
color
Deep blue
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

Even beginners deserve great 
equipment. That is why we armed 
the new DUO 3 kid's boot with an 
anatomically shaped shell and 
boxed it in stunning design. We 
gathered the best materials we 
could find and built a feather-light 
contender. This one is a perfect fit 
for the ones who prefer a softer 
boot but like to let it rip from time 
to time. Fit it with Grip Walk to 
step smoothly and roll with ease.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 2 MAX

3F42-3

size run
165-215
skier type
Recreational
color
Deep blue
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

Collect only good moments in 
this soft flex kid's boot. It is 
easy to put on and easy to take 
off after a hard day's skiing. Due 
to its relaxed fit, the foot will 
breathe more efficiently, and 
the advanced lining will keep it 
from sweating. A beginner boot 
that doesn't lack any special 
features of its peers comes in 
a variety of attractive styles and 
colors. Take your pick.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 1 MAX

3F40-3

size run
150-220
skier type
Recreational
color
Deep blue
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

Beginners will find a reliable 
partner in this boot. The 
DUO 1 is equipped with a firm 
shell for added support and 
to prevent any undesirable 
tumbles. It's not loose on foot, 
but it won't smother it either. 
The interior offers plenty of 
breathing room for the toes, 
ensuring maximum fit at a 
high level of comfort on and 
off the skis. 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

Light duo wire 
buckle

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ



duo GIRL
FUN NEVER STOPS

DUO 4 GIRL

3E90-1

size run
220, 225, ... 275
skier type
Recreational
color
Turquoise
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
Soft

This boot is as comfortable as 
your favorite shoe but with more 
impressive features. We fitted it 
with an anatomically designed 
shell for a tighter grip where and 
when it matters the most. For a 
softer step we suggest the Grip 
Walk option, a feature that comes 
in handy. Don't settle just for 
comfort when you can have high 
functioning comfort. Pick your 
favorite color and ride in style.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 3 GIRL

3E93-1

size run
220, 225, ... 275
skier type
Recreational
color
Turquoise
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

Even beginners deserve great 
equipment. That is why we armed 
the new DUO 3 kid's boot with an 
anatomically shaped shell and 
boxed it in stunning design. We 
gathered the best materials we 
could find and built a feather-light 
contender. This one is a perfect fit 
for the ones who prefer a softer 
boot but like to let it rip from time 
to time. Fit it with Grip Walk to 
step smoothly and roll with ease. 

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 2 GIRL

3F43-1

size run
165-215
skier type
Recreational
color
Turquoise
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

Collect only good moments in 
this soft flex kid's boot. It is easy 
to put on and easy to take off 
after a hard day's skiing. Due 
to its relaxed fit, the foot will 
breathe more efficiently, and the 
advanced lining will keep it from 
sweating. A beginner boot that 
doesn't lack any special features 
of its peers comes in a variety of 
attractive styles and colors. Take 
your pick.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 1 GIRL

3F41-1

size run
150-220
skier type
Recreational
color
Turquoise
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

Beginners will find a reliable 
partner in this boot. The 
DUO 1 is equipped with a firm 
shell for added support and 
to prevent any undesirable 
tumbles. It's not loose on foot, 
but it won't smother it either. 
The interior offers plenty of 
breathing room for the toes, 
ensuring maximum fit at a 
high level of comfort on and 
off the skis. 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

Light duo wire 
buckle

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ



duo
FUN NEVER STOPS

DUO 4

3E89-1

size run
220, 225, ... 275
skier type
Recreational
color
Anthracite
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
Soft

This boot is as comfortable as 
your favorite shoe but with more 
impressive features. We fitted it 
with an anatomically designed 
shell for a tighter grip where and 
when it matters the most. For a 
softer step we suggest the Grip 
Walk option, a feature that comes 
in handy. Don't settle just for 
comfort when you can have high 
functioning comfort. Pick your 
favorite color and ride in style.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 3

3E92-1

size run
220, 225, ... 275
skier type
Recreational
color
Anthracite
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

Even beginners deserve great 
equipment. That is why we armed 
the new DUO 3 kid's boot with an 
anatomically shaped shell and 
boxed it in stunning design. We 
gathered the best materials we 
could find and built a feather-light 
contender. This one is a perfect fit 
for the ones who prefer a softer 
boot but like to let it rip from time 
to time. Fit it with Grip Walk to 
step smoothly and roll with ease.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 2

3F421

size run
165-215
skier type
Recreational
color
Anthracite
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

Collect only good moments in 
this soft flex kid's boot. It is 
easy to put on and easy to take 
off after a hard day's skiing. Due 
to its relaxed fit, the foot will 
breathe more efficiently, and 
the advanced lining will keep it 
from sweating. A beginner boot 
that doesn't lack any special 
features of its peers comes in 
a variety of attractive styles and 
colors. Take your pick.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 1

3F40-1

size run
150-220
skier type
Recreational
color
Anthracite
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

Beginners will find a reliable 
partner in this boot. The 
DUO 1 is equipped with a firm 
shell for added support and 
to prevent any undesirable 
tumbles. It's not loose on foot, 
but it won't smother it either. 
The interior offers plenty of 
breathing room for the toes, 
ensuring maximum fit at a 
high level of comfort on and 
off the skis. 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

Light duo wire 
buckle

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ



R4.0
A GOOD START

R4.0

3M82-1*, 3M83-1

size run
220, 230, …240*, 250, 260…320
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
70
last 
105

This ski boot is a recreational 
cruiser. It easily slides on foot, 
and with its relaxed fit offers 
plenty of breathing room. 
Anyone from a complete 
beginner to a pretty good 
skier who prefers to take it 
easy can find a happy home 
in the Alpina R4.0.

R4.0

3M82-2*, 3M83-2

size run
220, 230, …240*, 250, 260…320
skier type
Recreational
color
White
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
70
last 
105

This ski boot is a recreational 
cruiser. It easily slides on foot, 
and with its relaxed fit offers 
plenty of breathing room. 
Anyone from a complete 
beginner to a pretty good 
skier who prefers to take it 
easy can find a happy home 
in the Alpina R4.0.



rental
FULL FORCE

DISCOVERY C

3M145*, 3M155

size run
220,230…240*, 250,260... 320
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyether
cuff
Polyolefine
last
104

We built this boot like a 
weapon. Its impenetrable 
outer shell will endure all the 
accidental bumps and bruises 
while the interior will take 
a snug hold of one's foot. It 
was made to be efficient. It 
practically slides on foot and 
the magnesium buckles snap 
without any extra effort. And 
you're good to go.

NOT AVAILABLE IN THE USA

DISCOVERY 4

3A881*, 3A951

size run
220,230…240*, 250,260... 320
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
last
104

Built as stable as they come 
on an advanced X frame, the 
Discovery 4 holds no punches. 
It is made to withstand any 
impacts and last a long time. 
The price fighter among the 
rental offer will surely live up 
to its name.

NOT AVAILABLE IN THE USA

EAN code pocket for easy system referencing

Pre-curved ratchet buckle for fast and simple buckling
Durable and anatomic footbed for more 
comfort and longer wear

Spring-loaded buckle for easy handling

Stronger, reinforced aluminum-alloy buckles

RENTAL SPECS

Durable heel and toe plates for reliable long-term wear

Tyrolia color-coding for easy match with skis and 
bindings (only DSS line)

Durable PU material for shell and cuff



DSS G

3M40-G

Alpina 
23.5 
mondo 
24.5 
size run
25.5 
sole length
290 mm

color code

 G

DSS O

3M39-O

Alpina 
26.5 
mondo 
27.5 
size run
28.5 
sole length
320 mm

color code

 O

DSS V

3M39-V

Alpina 
29.5 
mondo 
30.5 
size run
31.5 
sole length
350 mm

color code

 V

DSS 1

3M39-1

Alpina 
32.5 
mondo 
33.5 
size run
34.5 
sole length
370 mm

color code

 1

DSS SYSTEM RENTAL MODELS AND SIZING

JUNIOR RENTAL

DSS KID z

3F33-Z

Alpina 
14.5 
mondo 
15.5 

 
sole length
194 mm

color code

 z

DSS JUNIOR f

3F31-F

Alpina 
16.5 
mondo 
17.5 
size run
18.5 
sole length
219 mm

color code

 f

DSS JUNIOR m

3F31-F, 3F31-M

Alpina 
19.5 
mondo 
20.5 
size run
21.5 
sole length
245 mm

color code

 m

DSS JUNIOR C

3E68-C

Alpina 
22.5 
mondo 
23.5 
size run
24.5 
sole length
272 mm

color code

C

DSS JUNIOR G

3E68-G

Alpina 
25.5 
mondo 
26.5 

 
sole length
290 mm

color code

G

Hard on the outside and soft on the inside, it is supported by an X 
frame chassis for incredible stability and better control on any terrain. 
We also fitted it with adjustable volume control to ensure a higher level 
of comfort. This immortal piece of hardware will last longer, no matter 
how many feet take it for a spin.



DISTRIBUTORS

AUSTRIA
HF SPORT
Bahnhofstrasse 10, 9431 ST. Stefan, Wolfsberg
+43 52 51 500, info@hfsport.at

AUSTRALIA
EVEREST SPORTS PO Box 278, Bright, VIC 3741, 
Australia 28A Ireland St, Bright, VIC 3741, Australia, 
Fax: 61 (0)3 5755 2004; Ph: 61 (0)3 5755 2227 
simon@everestsports.com.au

BOSNIA AND HERCEGOVINA
ALPINA BH D.O.O.
Ulica Zmaja od Bosne 7A, 71000 Sarajevo
+387 33 590 429, alpinabh@alpina.si

CANADA
ELAN SPORTS INC.
81-H Brunswick Blvd.,
Dollard des Ormeaux Quebec H9B 2J5
+1 (514) 421 7871, cs@elansports.ca

CHINA
BEIJING DATONG HUATONG
IMPORT&EXPORT CORPORATION
B-803, Huaye International Office Building
No. 39 Mid rd of east 4th Ringroad 100123
Chaoyang distr. Beijing
+86 10 88371007, 88556083, snowturbo@126.com 

CROATIA
ALPINA CRO D.O.O.
Hvarska 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 3665 761, alpinacro@alpina.si

CZECH REPUBLIC
INA SPORT SPOL. S. R.O.
Dusíkova 3, 63800 Brno
+420 545 422 431, inasport@inasport.cz

DENMARK
CENTRANO APS
Omega 6, 8382 Hinnerup,soften
+45 70 50 03 33, stine.h@skatepro.dk

ESTONIA
A2K SPORT OÜ 
Riia Maja, Riia mnt. 169A, 80010 Pärnu
kaupo@a2k.ee

FINLAND
NEONSUN OY
Turuntie 10, 13130 Hml
+358 3 6127 222, neonsun@neonsun.fi

FRANCE
SUNSET SAS
475 Route De La Dranse, 74500 Amphion Les Bains 
+33 (0)450 717 723, johann@sunset-sport.fr

ITALY
SKI TRAB S.R.L.
Via Battaglion Tirano 6, 23032 Bormio
+39 0342 901650, a.trabucchi@skitrab.com

KAZAHSTAN
LIMPOPO OUTDOOR COMPANY
Seyfullin Str. 534, 480072 Almaty
+7 727 261 7061
limpopo-kz@mail.ru

LITHUANIA     
UAB PRAMOGU SLENIS
Santariskiu str. 41-11, LT-08440 Vilnius
+37065905057, marijus@skigo.lt 

NORWAY
ULTIMATE NORDIC AS
Tevlingveien 23, 1081 Oslo
+47 08 49 707, jen@ultimatenordic.no

POLAND
INA SPORT spol. s r.o.
Dusikova 3, 638 00 Brno
+48 696 597 073, dagmara.krzyzynska@inasport.pl

ROMANIA
S.C. ALPINA SIRO S.R.L.
RO 551003 Medias i.c. Bratianu 24
+40 269 80 64 10; fax: +40 269 80 64 14
www.alpina.si; peter.mocnik@alpina.si

SERBIA
ALPINA-YUG D.O.O.
Bulevar Mihajla Pupina 10 Z 32 
11070 Novi Beograd 
alpinayu@alpina.si

SLOVAKIA
INA SPORT spol. s r.o.
Dusikova 3, 638 00 Brno
+421 905 669 710, jan.devecka@inasport.sk

SLOVENIA
ALPINA D.O.O.
Strojarska 2, 4226 Žiri
+386 4 51 58 000, alpina@alpina.si

SWEDEN
BACKCOUNTRY EQUIPMENT AB
Hökared, Ladan, S-44794 Värgärda
+46 322 660 250, info@backcountry.se

SWITZERLAND
LIFESTATION.CH gmbh
Bauelenzelgstrasse 20, 8193 Eglisau
+41 79 885 43 30, markus.ott@lifestation.ch

UKRAINE
ALPINA UA  LTD
Trublaini 2a, 03134 Kiev
+38(0) 444 02 84 15, alpinaua@ukr.net

USA
ELAN USA CORP
93 Etna Road, Lebanon, NH 03766
+1 603 448 3101, info@elansports.com
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